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Preface 
 

The significant divulgence of information by Chi Haotian, former Minister of National 
Defense and Xiong Guangkai, Deputy-General-in-Chief of the Peoples Liberation Army 
(herein after referred to as the PLA)  

In 1999, Chi Haotian, former Minister of National Defense, stated at a conference held by the 
Institute of Commanders of General Staff of the PLA, “The United States has aircraft carriers, and 
the most advanced B-1 stealth bombers, which we don’t have. However, we do have our own 
advanced weapons systems, and we are capable of performing “lethal strikes against the United 
States”. (Tendency, April 1999) 

On March 10, 2004, Xiong Guangkai, deputy-general-in-chief of the PLA spoke at a 
diplomatic forum held at the Institute of Diplomats on the topic of the evolvement of new 
technology within the military. He stated, “China is a developing country. We can’t yet compete 
with fully developed countries merely in terms of weapons systems. But the PLA…is capable of 
developing…powerful non-nuclear lethal weapons, he also hinted: China has already developed 
ultra-nuclear secret lethal weapons.  

The arrogant statements made by various high ranking official within the Chinese military at 
different times and places lead people to believe that this is not simply swashbuckling, it is more 
similar to what United States Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld put forward in a strategy 
report stating that: “China is on the verge of an “unpredictable” military breakthrough”. (U.S. 
Department of Defense assessment) 

What then is meant by this “unpredictable military breakthrough” referred to by U.S. 
Government and non-nuclear lethal weapons claimed by China? 

 
Chapter 1 Conjecture from outside the Chinese Military 

 
Some believe that Chinese lethal weapons are biological and/or chemical weapons. Others 

believe it might be nano technology, genetically engineered weapons, neutron bombs, or “Light of 
the North Star” strategic nuclear missiles, etc. 

The Chinese military stated in the Xinhua Internet site and Military Affairs internet site that 
within the “Chinese lethal weapons” are the five major military technologies: 

1) Laser technology designed to destroy all attacking missiles; it can destroy GPS 
communication satellites while in orbit, rendering U.S. satellite “eyes and ears” technology blind 
and deaf, causing such advantages to disappear. 

2)  Missile technology designed to effect the path of missiles launched into orbit from within 
the PRC, making the intercepting missiles of the United States missile defense system miss their 
targets and become the ears of the deaf. Further, the air defense system on aircraft carriers cannot 
handle Chinese missiles’ attacks that are equipped with this technology. 

3)  The launching of intercontinental ballistic missiles with multiple warheads head towards 
different targets. This technology will allow intercontinental ballistic missiles carrying 3-5 nuclear 
warheads each to enter the upper atmosphere and to disperse the warheads to head towards different 
strategic targets. China has launched one missile with two warheads, missiles three warheads 
several times and every time successful.  This technology is very mature. 

4)  The launching of intercontinental ballistic missiles with multiple warheads from nuclear 
submarines. This is called the second tier nuclear attacking force. If all the launching systems on the 
land were destroyed by the enemy, so long as one nuclear submarine is left intact, the attack will be 
completed, for 12 missiles can be launched from a short distance from each submarine and each 
missile carries 3-5 nuclear warheads. It can destroy most of the strategic targets of the enemy. 

5)  Stealth technology for submarines. Right now, no submarine location device in the world can 
find out if a Chinese stealth submarine is at a certain location. Last year, a Chinese submarine stayed remained in 
the Japanese area for many days. When it surfaced, the Japanese and the United States military were completely 
taken aback. This was merely a taunt by the Chinese military towards Japan and the United States. 

The author thinks, although these weapons are powerful and can be used as lethal weapons, they 
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are merely a diversion for what high level Chinese military officials called “lethal weapons”, which 
are the ultra-nuclear type, emphasizing large scale attacks, make all the enemies die at group level 
and make sure the strategic targets will be destroyed. The five major technologies the Chinese 
military referred to is simply just a way to fight the psychological war, and what’s more, it is to 
cover up the most powerful weapons of mass destruction. Because all the weapons that they 
referred to, if could be made in China, could be made in the United States, Russia and other 
countries, too, yet nano technology, genetically engineered weapons, “Light of North Star” strategic 
nuclear missiles are still in the research stage. 
However, the saber rattling about “non-nuclear lethal weapons” by the Chinese military has really 
puzzled its rivals, enough to make them worried. 
 

Chapter 2 What are China’s non-nuclear lethal weapons? 
     

2.1 Counter-deducing from China＇s National Military Strategic Goals to find out what kind of 

non-nuclear lethal weapons China needs. 

In order to properly discuss this issue, we must not simply focus on specific weapons systems 
for it would mislead the reader and result in confusion. 
   Weapons systems that are called national level lethal weapons must be as powerful a weapon as 
it is indefensible on the enemy’s part. In today’s constantly developing technology, to develop such 
kind of weapon would cost an inordinate amount of money, and may even directly affect a nation’s 
economic development. Therefore, the development of this kind of weapon must center on the 
essential strategic goals of the country, otherwise those goals will not material. In most countries, 
military strategy is always subservient to a country’s political goals. In an autocratic country, such 
as China, the political goals of a country will naturally serve the dictator’s will. In this sense, 
China’s current political goals depend on who is actually in control. His or her political interests 
direct the country’s political goals. This is the most important, yet the most obscure issue in today’s 
political operations. Only when we are clear about who is really in control can we find the 
non-nuclear lethal weapons among the maze. 

 
2.1.1 Who is really in control of China today? 
 
The Chinese people all know that there is a slightly used term the Chinese lexicon knows as 

the, “leaders group”. People who are familiar with Chinese politics know that, in China, the 
“leaders group” is at the core of power. The “leader group” has the power to manage the country 
beyond its laws. The title “leaders group” sounds benign, but it is actually a huge power center with 
the head of the group being the real power within this group, similar to a “retired” emperor ruling 
behind the puppet emperor. The head of this group has an existence beyond the limits of age, time 
range of his reign, laws, executing as a regent over the existing power structure. This kind power 
structure, designed to circumvent existing laws, is wiser than the regent system in any dynasty. It 
truly is the highest of Chinese power schemes.  

The general public does not know that before Jiang Zemin retired, he quietly changed the 
Party-Administration-Military power structure in China into a new structure of five (5) “leaders 
groups”, with himself as the head of all of them.  They are as follows: The Central Policy Group, 
the Central Diplomacy Group, the National War Preparation Group, the Anti-Taiwan Independence 
Group and the Anti-Foreign Military Interference Headquarters, the first political commissar of 
Zhongnanhai Guarding Troop, which is in charge of protecting the lives of the national leaders and 
their families. People who are not experts in Chinese internal politics will not see this utmost art of 
chess maneuvering. Jiang Zemin quietly realized his goal of usurping control of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), and the military, thereby the whole of the country, and yet on the surface 
the people only saw that Jiang Zemin had stepped down from his duties when his time was up, 
purportedly evidencing a smooth transfer of power by the CCP, allowing everybody to breathe a 
sigh of relief. Some said that this victory was the result of pressure from inside the Party; some said 
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that it was a victory for anti-Jiang movement. But few saw that Jiang’s relinquishment of power was 
based on the fact that he had previously arranged for the complete control of power and that the 
public relinquishment of power was simply for the benefit of the viewing public and nothing more.  

The following six (6) maneuvers is the evidence of Jiang’s game of power. 
Ⅰ.A look at the personnel arrangement at the core of national power. 
The membership of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of CCP 16th consists of 

nine (9) people: Hu Jintao, Wu Bangguo, Wen Jiabao, Jia Qinglin, Zeng Qinghong, Huang Ju, Wu 
Guanzheng, Li Changchun and Luo Gan. 

With the exception of Hu Jintao, all these people were promoted by Jiang or sided with Jiang 
in the power play.  Jiang has absolute control over this group. Each of these persons is in charge of 
all the important posts of the CCP, the Administration and the Army. The Standing Committee of 
the Political Bureau of the CCP 16th, the highest power group in China, has become Jiang’s personal 
committee without Jiang’s presence.  In China, where men rule, Jiang has managed to tightly 
control power of China by using his human resources and their interactive relationships. 

Ⅱ. Jiang asked all provinces, municipalities and counties to set up “Wartime Leaders Groups” 
before 2005.  

These groups, which are at the core of all levels of power, are under the direct control of Jiang 
Zemin. In this manner, there formed another set of power structure with power emanating from the 
local governments up to the central government.  At the top of this pyramid is Jiang Zemin. 

Ⅲ.Propaganda in favor of Jiang on various Chinese websites, singing high praises for Jiang, 
hinting to the Chinese people that Jiang is still the center of the power in China. 

On September 9 2004, Jiang Zemin resigned his position as the chairman of Central Military 
Commission of CCP, Soon after, on November 10, 2004, an article entitled “Jiang Zemin is our 
outstanding, wise and mature leader and commander” showed up on the website. Jiang’s hired 
writer offered a perfect footnote to Jiang’s strategy. 

The website article says that, “Jiang Zemin not only amazingly kept the country unified and 
stabilized for a dozen of years, but also laid down a solid basis for the long lasting peace and 
prosperity of China.” Further, “Jiang managed inside and outside, expanded the western territories, 
visited the poor and took care of every aspect and every detail, and is a wise statesman for his 
generation, achieving goals beyond that of any previous ruling dynasty. In the history of the world, 
no other nation has ever enjoyed such a rapid rate of development, and no other people have done 
better than the Chinese people under Jiang’s leadership. Jiang has mastered the art of making the 
country prosperous, the art of strengthening the country, and the art of managing the country, and he 
proved to be the right choice of the former leaders.  Jiang Zemin is our outstanding, wise and 
mature leader and commander. Naturally, China has only one center, and this center is Jiang Zemin.  
China shouldn’t and cannot have diversified cultures and many centers!” This statement definitely 
divulged the secret. 

Ⅳ.Propaganda statements that Jiang Zemin is the real emperor, chosen by God. 
The writers Jiang hired to ask to amend the Chinese Constitution to provide for a national 

leadership heredity system, and that this national leader has to be Jiang Zemin. It also calls for a 
national support. 

Ⅴ.Hu Jintao began to propagandize a nationwide campaign for “atheism”.  
This campaign essentially proved Hu’s state of mind demonstrating that he is dissatisfied with 

his position as a puppet. It further proves that the real power behind the scene is still Jiang Zemin, 
with many party members being unhappy about Jiang’s ambition to set up a hereditary system. 

Ⅵ.Foreign assistance in writing and publishing of the biography of Jiang Zemin and 
fulsomely praising himself internationally.  

 
2.1.2 Jiang Zemin’s personal ambitions and his manner of extricating himself from the range 

of crises that he faces from all sides determine the direction of China’s National Military Strategy. 
 
A. The only way out to free from the crises 
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Jiang Zemin, the real dominator of today’s China, faces a number of political issues currently 
dominated the political landscape in China. 

First of all, the seemingly ever-growing China faces a full-scale crisis in terms of political, 
economic, military and belief issues.  

On the political front, China’s has a nascent human rights movement, democratic requests are 
stronger and more forceful than ever, religious forces are responding to the overseas religious 
influence, unemployment is high; there is a large and impoverished peasant class; official greed and 
corruption is rampant; Taiwan, Xinjiang and Tibet are pushing for independence and as a result 
underground forces have become very bold leading to what the government perceives as impending 
social instability. Every issue is like a sizzling blasting fuse on top of a mound of dry wood. When 
these potential problems click in time with both economic and military crises’, the resulting 
conflagration will be enough to burn down CCP rule. 

The Chinese economy of today is built on foreign investment. Once foreign investment dries 
up, the Chinese economy will collapse. The modern global economy is based on credit.  Most 
foreign investment is in Southeastern China and this area is within Taiwan missile range. Once 
China and Taiwan enters war, foreign investment will cease, resulting in the collapse of the Chinese 
economy. 

As for military issues, the United States has completed its encroachment around China. It is 
allied with Japan, South Korea, Australia, Philippines and Thailand. It interacts with Vietnam, 
Singapore and India. It has military bases in Afghanistan, Kirghizstan and Uzbekistan. Pakistan and 
Burma have sided with the Unites States on various issues; U.S. Special forces are drilling in 
Mongolia, the U.S. has recently installed new weapons systems in Guam, U.S. arms dealings with 
Taiwan; and Russia’s betrayal have made China’s plan of allying with Russia a lost cause. It is 
impossible for China to breakthrough this encroachment. In his inauguration speech, President Bush 
made it clear that he aims to wipe out dictatorships in the world during his presidency. He further 
claimed that the United States is capable of engaging in a military action every seventy (70) days, 
and five (5) wars per year. Facing all this, Jiang has been forced to adopt an unusual strategy, an 
asymmetrical defense, in order to prevail. 

Now let’s look at the Chinese Communist Party’s crisis. Today’s Chinese, including most of 
the Party members and officials have abandoned the idealism of communism and belief in Marxism. 
Hu Jintao admitted that the CCP is failing in its ideology.  This crisis in ideology is the CCP’s 
most critical crisis. Whether the CCP can stay in power in China is directly related to the CCP’s 
political groups’ essential interests. The Chinese people don’t trust the CCP any more. China is 
appealing for new forces and new leaders. This is most fearful for the CCP. 

Jiang Zemin and his family face personal crises as well. Jiang stole the Party, the country and 
the army by changing concepts. Once his scheme is exposed, he will be the 2nd Yuan Shikai, facing 
attacks from every part of the country. Once his power is lost, what he will be facing will not only 
be the Chinese peoples but also the international court. Jiang’s family rose to the top simply because 
of Jiang’s political power. Once Jiang is a prisoner, his family will surely fall. 

Facing all these crises, the question is in which direction will Jiang turn?  The old method is 
to create an excuse for war with some bordering country, to distract people from the irresolvable 
conflicts inside China.Yet, when Jiang looks around, which country can he find fault with? Even 
though he may win a local so-called hi-tech war, what can he gain? Only when his China challenges 
the United States and wins this large-scale brutal war will all his crises in ruling over China be 
solved. In another words, China’s national strategic goal is to conquer United States. 

B. Jiang Zemin’s only choice in realizing his personal ambition is to conquer the United 
States. 

First, Jiang is tangled in several crimes. Only if he continues to be the paramount leader of the 
country can he be exempted, only when his son can succeed his post, will his family avoid the fate 
of being driven out. This is one of the main reasons why Jiang is working on a hereditary system. 
To achieve such ambitions, it is not enough to merely take over rule of the CCP, he needs to bring 
home an unusual trophy, since people only acknowledge these kind of achievements when 
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evaluating an emperor’s life time achievements. 
Let’s look at what Jiang made his hired writers do. One of them said that Jiang is the real 

emperor that is chosen by God. He asked to amend Chinese Constitution to put in place a national 
leadership hereditary system.  

Another article, under the name of “strengthening China”, in order to define a revival of the 
Chinese nation, claims that China needs to be the center of the world again, to re-make “Great Tang 
Dynasty” and emphasizes that the rise of China will naturally cause a war, saying that there is a 
giant in the central government, guiding a huge game of chess.  

How to become the center of the world?  Who will be China’s adversary in this war? 
Obviously, it is not the war between China and Taiwan. The Taiwan issue is just another name for 
the Sino-US issue. Only by challenging the United States, fighting against and winning a war with 
the United States, can Jiang realize his great dream of being the center of the world, to become the 
policy-maker and leader of the world. Only by deploying the non-nuclear lethal weapons can he 
wipe out the US population yet preserve US wealth making sure that China can “colonize in the 
reverse direction” onto US land and establish another China under CCP rule---only this way can 
Jiang Zemin realize his dream of creating a new Chinese Federal Leadership hereditary system. 
This is the ambition of Jiang Zemin and this is the impetus of Chinese national military strategic 
goals. 

After covering the above truths, the decorated Chinese national military strategic goals can be 
grandly presented as follows: Chinese national military strategic goals aimed at “strengthening 
China”, to establish the “Great Tang Dynasty” era of prosperity, to bring China back to the center of 
the world. This process is the process of conquering United States and taking over the world. 

 
2.1.3 Jiang Zemin’s subjective and objective conditions guide the research models of 

non-nuclear lethal weapons.                   
A. Jiang Zemin’s habitual thinking and behavior. 
From Jiang’s strangling of the Shanghai World Economy Guide to his participating in the 

“June 4th Massacre”; from defeating Yang Baibing, Chen Xitong, Qiao Shi, Li Ruihuan and Wu 
Shaozu, to murdering Li Peiyao, Yang Shangkun and Li Zhisui, from suppressing Zhong Gong and 
Fa Lun Gong, from his schemes in handling political dissidents by “solving political issues in 
non-political ways”, “strangling in the buds”, to using wars of laws, psychology and public opinion 
against dissidents leaders, to “mixing truth with lies”, a strategy used on overseas democratic 
movements and Zhong Gong, from having taught Osama Bin Laden Chinese strategies and helped 
to create 911 in the United States, to seeing him drive the United States out of the UN Human 
Rights Committee, to the fact that he bowed to the United States to cover up his sharpening of the 
sword, to strategically cheat the enemy, we can conclude that Jiang Zemin is not only malicious but 
good at using limited resources to win powerful enemies. He is used to beating his enemy to death, 
and to win any fight he’s involved in. Therefore, it is certainly in his way of thinking and strategy to 
develop these kinds of lethal weapons that he will utilize when he faces down the United States. 
However, all the five major military technologies previously discussed obviously can’t have such 
total effect. 

B. Jiang Zemin does have unusual people by his side in developing unusual schemes 
and maneuvers. 

This is Jiang’s secret to keeping on winning. To start a war with the United States will 
definitely have to involve unusual schemes, including the non-nuclear lethal weapons that render 
the enemy defenseless. 

C. The time for Taiwan’s independence was set in the summer of 2008, so were the 
Beijing Olympic Games.  

This schedule not only indicates the time of the Sino-US war, it also indicates the type of 
on-nuclear lethal weapons that Jiang is going to use. 

Taiwan will have concluded its preparations for the general vote for independence in 2008 with 
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the corresponding military arrangements to have been fully prepared as well. This will force Jiang 
to start the war. However, war with Taiwan is actually the war with United States. Instead of 
fighting Taiwan first and waiting for the US to get involved in response, Jiang’s strategy is to pick a 
fight first with the United States. However, in order to wage a successful fight against the United 
States, he must strike at key spots, killing it instantly, a strategy known as ‘’killing the monkey to 
scare the chickens”. After such a deadly attack everything else will come easy. On the other hand, 
without the deadly weapons of destruction, this war cannot begin. Now in the current situation what 
we see are both Jiang and Hu Jintao yelling “War!” which signifies the success in developing such 
weapons, with combat exercises with live ammunition having been completed, as well. 

Should the United States will be conquered before the Olympics, Jiang Zemin will be able to 
turn the Olympics into the gathering of all powers of the world, of which he will be the head, and 
realize his dream of “great leader in the great country”. 

The post-war management of this large-scale modern war will require at least one (1) to one 
and one-half (1-½) years. By this reckoning, the war will start a year before Olympics in 2008, that 
is to say, it should start at the change from 2006 to 2007 (this war will not be postponed unless there 
is supreme strategy). The war shouldn’t last more than 70 days, leaving a little over one year for 
post-war management, to get ready for the Olympic Games. The United States claims to be able to 
wrap up a war in seventy (70) days, then China’s lethal weapons have to be able to destroy the 
enemy within seventy (70) days, otherwise they won’t live up to their title of lethal weapons. To 
deduce from this, China’s lethal weapons must be the kind that can destroy the enemy within 
seventy (70) days. 

In conclusion, the CCP’s non-nuclear lethal weapons have to have the following five 
features: 

A. One hit destroys the enemy, not to merely damage or resist. 
B. Destroy in large scale. In the same time range, it can wipe out the total populations of the 

United States and its friendly and alliances’ populations. 
C. High speed in achieving the goals. U.S. wars can be finished within seventy (70) days, then 

the CCP’s lethal weapons will have to completely destroy the enemy within sixty (60) days. 
D. Traceless in killing. Before the enemy knows it they are dead, so it saves a costly resistance 

and public condemnation. 
E. Killing the people but keeping their wealth. The goal will be to wipeout the two point six 

billion populations of the United States and its fifty-three (53) friendly and allied countries but 
keeping their wealth, thereby acquiring the biggest war trophy in human history. Which is to say, 
the weapons systems effects are more thorough than nuclear weapons, and yet not nuclear weapons. 

2.2 The three fatal weapons that will be used to eliminate the two point six billion population of the 

United States and its friendly countries and allies without resorting to nuclear weapons.   

For most ordinary people, it is no more than self-delusion for China, with its current military 
force, to imagine that it can compete with the United States for world dominance. Nobody in the 
world would take this threat seriously.  

However, many things in our world are not what they seem. As big as the elephant is, the rat 
can reduce it. No matter how strong a person may be, he inevitably has his own vulnerabilities. It is 
the same in the case of a strong country. No matter how strong a country is, it has its own 
weaknesses. Targeting strategies and weapons on the enemy’s vulnerabilities will effect the enemy’s 
destruction. From a historical perspective, a disadvantage in the military force and technology of 
one country does not mean that the enemy country is invincible. Wisdom and the perspicacious use 
of strategies is the best means to balance a disadvantage in military force and technology.  

Modern Chinese military strategies have demonstrated Mao Zedong’s military thinking. The 
essence of Mao’s military strategy is located in a readiness to “defeat a strong enemy from a 
relatively weak position,” an ability to “subdue the dominant power from a less favorable starting 
point,” and a flexibility in “fighting the war on our own terms.” The source of Mao Zedong’s 
military thinking is China’s Taoist military strategies and ancient Chinese war craft. The traditional 
Chinese military strategies and tactics entail the application of ancient Chinese wisdom, employing 
the effective strategies of “launching the unexpected attacks and aiming at the least prepared;” 
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“defeating the strong enemy with flexible means;” “overwhelming the enemy without a fight;” and 
“applying the overt and covert tactics.”  

In order to maintain its position as the sole and predominant power of the world, the United 
States has focused its efforts on its defensive abilities to wage wars on a five-dimensional battlefield, 
i.e. land, sea, air, electromagnetism, and space, while the Chinese decision-makers, in order to win 
future wars, have adopted an all-dimensional, non-correspondent military strategy that combines 
both “hard fragmentation and soft fragmentation tactics,” employing tactics of “defeating the strong 
enemy with flexible means;” “applying the overt and covert tactics,” and “defeating the enemy in 
one fatal stroke.”  

The so-called soft fragmentation tactics refers to “the legal battle, the psychological battle, and 
the media battle.”  

The legal battle aims at putting the enemy in a morally defensive position. 
The psychological battle aims at destroying the enemy’s will to fight. 
As for the media battle, as Napoleon said, “A newspaper is able to confront a battalion, while a 

single pen is able to confront three thousand guns.” During the Iraq war, Iraqi news minister Shahav, 
merely by making speeches, was able to put off the offenses of the American army for several days. 
An Arabic-speaking TV station, “Peninsular,” was able to confront the news media of the entire 
Western world and effect a strong impact on the whole world. After exposure by the news media of 
the abuse of Iraqi prisoners by U.S. soldiers, the justness of this war launched by the U.S. Army, 
self-labeled as “liberators”, was left subject to serious doubt around the globe. The damage to the 
U.S. Army afflicted by this news exposure is still difficult to estimate even to this day.  

The combined use of the legal battle, psychological battle, and media battle is even more 
effective in subduing the enemy in a passive, defensive position during a war, bringing it to the 
brink of collapse and paving the way for “winning a war without a single fight.”  

The three soft fragmentation tactics can be applied in the whole process of warfare: in making 
preparations before a war, creating disturbances during a war, and post-war management. They can 
be applied in both a military struggle and a political struggle. Nowadays, the steps taken by the 
Chinese Communist Party in its persecution against Wang Bingzhang, Peng Ming, and Zhang 
Hongbao can all be traced to the soft fragmentation tactics employed by the same leadership source 
and center.   

The so-called hard fragmentation tactics refers to the deployment of the three effective 
weapons that can inflict fatal casualties on the enemy, i.e. the non-nuclear weapons in the air battle 
– large-scale space electronic-interception technology, the non-nuclear lethal weapons in the earth 
battle – man-made earthquakes and man-made Tsunamis, the non-nuclear lethal weapons in the 
Human battle – the supernatural abilities’ applications in military affairs. The three hard 
fragmentation tactics are applied only in pre-war preparation and exercises and actual battles. These 
three hard fragmentation tactics, as the most covert weapons employed by the Chinese army, will be 
the main focus of this article. Each one of the three fatal weapons will be dealt with separately in 
the following.  

 
2.2.1 Space non-nuclear lethal weapons---large-scale outer space power outage technology. 

 
Chinese Book of Changes offers a special study of the law of symmetry and balance. It reveals 

a principle which is both simple and profound, i.e. that everything is a constant system whose 
natural balance is based on two facts; therefore, when the number of one facet is relatively big, the 
corresponding number of the other facet will be relatively small, when the number of one facet is 
absolutely big, its corresponding number of the other facet will be absolutely small. According to 
this principle, we are able to infer that the sophisticated weapons of the highest level in America’s 
arsenal will at the same time constitute its weakest link. The spatial weapon system of the United 
States is of the highest level among its arsenal of five-dimensional battle systems consisting of 
“land, sea, sky, electromagnetism, and space.” The advantages enjoyed by the American army in the 
fields of communication, spying and surveillance are all related to its space technology. The 
military operations of the U.S. Army rely to a great extent on the support provided by its space 
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satellites and other space systems, which is the core of America’s military power. And this is exactly 
the reason why the restraint or destruction of the space facilities of the U.S. Army will deprive its 
military forces of its most effective weapons and achieve the most desirable effect. 

However, Americans believe that either it is currently impossible or it will take a long time for 
China to catch up with the United States in space weapons technology and acquire the ability to 
engage the United Sates in a space-based war.  Unfortunately, the impossible has already 
happened. 

In October 2003, China successfully launched its manned spaceship “Shenzhou 5” into space; 
its technological quality signified significant breakthroughs in China’s remote sensing technology, 
space automation control capabilities and long-distance communication capabilities, as well as 
super large-scale coordination and control technology. What is especially significant is that this 
success reflected an advance in small rocket engines’ orbital transfer technology, which is of great 
value regarding the operation of ballistic missiles, the launch of satellites against an enemy’s 
satellites, and the circumvention of TMD and NMD of the United States. China has proclaimed that, 
in the area of launching satellites against satellites, it has obtained the ability to use small “killing 
satellites” and laser weapons to destroy an enemy country’s satellites and is developing anti-satellite 
weapon system that can be fired vertically to destroy targets in space. Thus, with its military 
breakthroughs at the level of space warfare, China has obtained the capacity to engage in a war in 
space. 

However, the question remains whether or not China is limited to, or is China satisfied with, its 
present ability to fight a war in space? I don’t think so, because space weapons of this kind cannot 
effect direct destruction on the widely populated areas of the enemy country and therefore they fall 
far short of China’s national strategic goals. What China wants to achieve is the elimination of basic 
population of the enemy country without a fight. This being so, what kind of weapon can achieve 
this goal?  

The elimination of the basic population of the contiguous United States cannot guarantee a 
complete victory in a war, because America’s military allies still exist and a substantial portion of 
American military bases are located in foreign countries.  The best way to achieve a complete 
victory is to eliminate the basic population of America’s military allies, including U.S. military 
bases located in the land of its allies. Does it sound like Arabian Tales? No! 

Most of America’s military allies are countries with highly developed science and technology. 
According to the principle of the Book of Changes, societies highly developed in science and 
technologies have their correspondent fatal vulnerabilities. For instance, these countries cannot 
survive without electricity. Paralysis to economy, transportation and elevators in skyscrapers as a 
result of power outages are something minor. The horrible thing is, if a power outage lasts for a 
week, all vehicles depending on petroleum will become wreckage because of lack of fuel. Without 
automobiles, and with the scarcity of manual or cattle driven vehicles, there will be an end to the 
food supplies for the residents. If the power outage takes place in winter and lasts for half a month, 
some people will die of starvation and freezing, if the power outage lasts for a month, half of the 
population will die of starvation and cold. If the situation is compounded with problems of drinking 
water and medical care (after the exhaustion of fuel reserve at the hospitals, the supply of secondary 
power will stop too), the death toll will be significantly more. 

Therefore, if the power supply for the United States and its friendly countries and allies can be 
suspended for one or two months, the basic population of the United States and its friendly 
countries and allies will be eliminated.  

But is it possible to incur a power outage on such a large scale? Yes, it is not only possible but 
also has happened.  

A. What do the unprecedented large-scale power outages in the United States and its 
allies demonstrate? 

On August 14, 2003, something amazing happened to the human world.  There was a power 
outage across the vast zone embracing the Midwest and Northeast areas of the United States and the 
southern part of Canada. Within one and a half months, Great Britain and Italy, loyal European 
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allies of the United States also suffered huge power outages for inexplicable reasons. Although the 
power outages did not cover the entire country of the United States and all its allies, and the power 
outage only lasted for less than a day, the catastrophes served to demonstrate that it is possible for a 
lasting power outage to occur to the entire country of the United States and all its allies.  

The power outage of August 14 occurred all of a sudden and inexplicably, leaving an almost 
unsolvable mystery for the detectives. Some people alleged that the power outage was caused by a 
malfunction of the computer control system because of an error in the computer software located in 
power control computer system. As computer professionals all know, in general conditions 
computer software will not malfunction, unless caused by artificial error or sabotage. Then, is it 
possible that computer hackers caused the power outage?  However, so far there has been no report 
of computer malfunction. Therefore, this possibility can be ruled out. We must keep in mind another 
possibility, the transient disturbance and blinding effects inflicted upon computer systems by 
high-energy microwave weapons. 

According to an introduction by a Chinese military website, high-energy microwave weapons 
“adopt a working method similar to battlefield disturbance systems to impose interference on the 
enemy’s electronic equipment such as communication and radar systems, producing microwave 
energy that is able to temporarily disturb or blind the enemy’s computer networks.”  

From a global perspective, when we consider which country is likely to use microwave 
weapons to interfere with the electricity monitoring systems of the United States and its friendly 
countries and allies, we naturally rest our eyes on China, the country which is waiting for the 
opportunity to replace the United States as the next predominant world power. Only China is 
keeping a constant watch on the United States and at the same time is possession of the technology 
of high-energy microwave weapons to be used in space. 

B. Zhang Wannian, deputy chairman of central military committee and Xiong Guangkai, 
deputy-general-in-chief of PLA divulged a vital secret. 

According to a Chinese Military website, China is making an all-out effort and achieving great 
advances in its research on high-energy electromagnetic weapons, including high-energy 
microwave weapons, to be used as space weapons in future space wars. Therefore, it is very likely 
that China has obtained the mastery of certain types of microwave space weapons that can surprise 
the outside world and is capable of both launching microwave weapons from an orbit in space 
targeting any place in a vast area and adjusting the energy density of microwave beam and the 
length of disabling a computer system so that no trace will be left after the computer system’s 
temporary malfunction.  

Is China’s space technology capable of reaching this advanced level?  Actually, China’s 
military leadership has given us a hint in this regard which did not arouse anyone’s attention. As 
early as the first half of October 2000, Zhang Wannian, Vice-Chairman of China’s Military 
Commission, at a conference on the army’s equipment held that year, referred to China’s possession 
of a special type of weapon that is capable of “instantaneously paralyzing the power supply system 
of Taiwan,” causing a power outage in the entire island. 
    According to a report in Hong Kong’s Orient Daily, Zhang Wannian indicated that, to ensure 
“a complete victory,” China’s Liberation Army will take initiatives, and the first step is to paralyze 
Taiwan’s power supply and its fighters’ combat capabilities. Zhang Wannian pointed out, at present, 
the Liberation Army is in possession of weapons that can be used to cause an instantaneous 
paralysis to the power supply of entire Taiwan, but he emphasized that the Liberation Army does 
not intend to attack nuclear power plants to avoid causing excessive damages to the interests of the 
Taiwanese people and Taiwan’s natural environment. 

Thus, inadvertently, Zhang Wannian, Vice-Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party Central 
Military Commission, reveal a vital secret: China has mastered the technology to cause large-scale 
power outages! 

The question is: what type of weapon is it that can cause large-scale power outages? Is it 
accomplished through a missile attack or a graphite bomb?  

Inadvertently, Xiong Guangkai, the Deputy general-in-chief of PLA revealed another vital 
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secret, that China’s technology used to cause power outages in large areas is one that is based on 
space technology. These kind of high-energy microwave weapons are stationed in space, and the 
spaceships of “Shenzhou” serial are China’s fatal weapons. 

According to a report in the World Journal on March 11, 2004, in a speech delivered to the 
Academy of Diplomacy on November 10, 2003 Xiong Guangkai had something interesting to say, 
“China’s manned spaceship technology is closely related to its defense. For example, the institute 
that conducted the research and developed the Shenzhou spaceships is the Commission of Defense 
Industry…..These ‘fatal weapons’ not only improved the country’s defense capabilities, but also 
serve as powerful tools that have enhanced the Liberation Army’s determination, capability and 
confidence in defending the nation’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.”  

Xioang Guangkai referred to the spaceships of Shenzhou Serial as “fatal weapons,” which 
means that these types of space weapons are able to cause widespread population elimination to 
vast areas of enemy countries.  This indirectly confirms that possibility of the existence of a space 
technology system, based on space technology that can cause power outages. 

Actually, in October of 2000, when Zhang Wannian was bragging about China’s ability to 
cause an instantaneous paralysis to Taiwan’s entire power supply system, China was in possession 
of spaceships of the Shenzhou program hidden in space. The instantaneous power outage that 
Zhang Wannian referred to is a disruption of Taiwan’s power system through space technology to 
achieve a long-term power outage and cause the entire population of the enemy country to starve, 
without destroying valuable resources or damaging buildings or other material wealth.  

 Wide spread power outage is a brand-new and horrible weapon of mass destruction has 
emerged; 

  　  Wide spread power outage insidiously extends a fatal touch on the most vulnerable part of 
the United States and its friendly countries and allies;  

  　  Wide spread power outage, aimed at a surreptitious elimination of the basic population of 
the United States and its friendly countries and allies, poses as a fatal weapon to be used to 
overwhelm the United States.  
     One deserving point is that Jiang Zemin has already assigned the directing power of 
widespread power outage to his eldest son----Jiang Mianheng. Jiang Mianheng is the chief 
commander of manned spaceship “Shenzhou 5”.  The power to decide the fate of Human Beings 
then is in the hand of Jiang’s family.  
 

2.2.2. Earth non-nuclear lethal weapons----man-made Earthquakes and Tsunamis 
 

The family of environmental weapons is becoming increasingly important as new and high 
technologies are extensively applied in the military sector. Man-made earthquakes are among the 
land environmental weapons, man-made tsunamis and huge storm waves are among the oceanic 
environmental weapons, flooding, extreme cold or heat and chemical rain originating from weather 
systems are among the weather environmental weapons, and killing oxygen and fog are among the 
composite environmental weapons. When it comes to sneak attacks, these are deadly weapons, with 
some being used to tactically cause injuries while others strategically cause deaths. No matter how 
they are utilized, the aim is to win victories on the battlefield without casualties caused on its own 
part. 

Environmental weapons defeat the enemy’s military operations or put the same in danger by 
utilizing the enormous energy originating from natural environment forces or by changing such 
energy. Among them, tsunamis are the most powerful and strategically deadly weapons. 

Earthquakes are caused by the collisions of tectonic plates, of which the earth’s crust is made 
up. The crust contains thermal stress points, which are not evenly distributed and thus very unstable.  
An artificial earthquake may be caused by artificial excitation and an artificial tsunami may be 
caused by an earthquake at 7.7 Richter scale. 

An accurate use of artificial earthquakes at the enemy’s capital, hub and military headquarters 
may completely paralyze the enemy and win the maximum victories for the minimum price. The 
use of tsunamis is even more powerful. These two weapons can cover up one’s tracks and make 
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people think it was a natural calamity. The user can get away with condemnation. Some military 
powers are enthusiastic over them. However, which countries have mastered these super weapons? 

In late 1960s, the former Soviet Union, when conducting underground nuclear explosion effect 
tests discovered, in surprise, that the power of underground explosions of nuclear bombs several 
days later resulted in strong earthquakes in a certain area which was hundreds or thousands of miles 
away. Thereafter, experts, based on their analysis of the numerous data, confirmed that the 
earthquakes had to do with the nuclear explosions. The discovery shocked the former Soviet Union 
militarists and top leaders. They all of a sudden realized that man-made earthquakes, which caused 
landslides and tsunamis, were strategic weapons that could kill the enemy’s effective strength and 
paralyze the enemy. The former Soviet Union obtained from the tests such data: An earthquake at 
6.1 Richter scale could be induced by the explosion of an underground nuclear bomb equivalent to 
the power of 100,000 tons of TNT. The Moscow Geology Research Center’s Research Group, 
which was led by scientist Nicholas, even affirmed that the 1988 earthquake in Armenia was 
accelerated underground nuclear tests two days earlier, which was conducted more than 3,200 miles 
away. 45,000 people died in that earthquake, which was frightening. 

Not accidentally, in the summer of 1965, the nuclear test the United States conducted in Bikini 
Island inspired military scientists’ strong interests in developing tsunami weapons. The nuclear 
explosion caused ocean waves as high as 60 meters in the sea area 500 meters away from the 
explosion center. The ocean waves were as high as 15 meters even when they were 1,500 miles 
away from the explosion center. The test indicated that, if tsunami weapons were developed and 
used in sea battles, they would play an immeasurable role. Nuclear scientists within the United 
States believed that such weapons when used in battlefields could shatter the enemy’s coast 
facilities, destroy warships and kill crewmembers. 

However, we had not heard that the Unites States or Russia had succeeded in developing 
weapons like man-made earthquakes. 

Many believe that man-made earthquakes currently are not good enough for actual application. 
Firstly, it is difficult to deploy the weapons in an enemy state, secondly, it is difficult to accurately 
measure the time period and the direction in which an earthquake may occur after a nuclear 
explosion; thirdly, it will cost USD1.5 billion in expenditures to develop earthquake weapons. 
Therefore, some allege that real earthquake weapons have not yet to be developed. 

However, according to my research, man-made earthquake weapons were successfully used in 
a military exercise conducted back in September 1999. 

A. Jiang Zemin Was the First to divulge China’s man-made Earthquake Weapons. 
Sometime before August 1999, Jiang Zemin spoke of ZhongGong when he inspected a certain 

place in China. The person who reported to Jiang Zemin said that ZhongGong had many large bases, 
one of which was Qingcheng Mountain in Sichuan Province with over thousand of staffers and 
more than 5,000 practitioners every day, sometimes as many as 50,000. Jiang Zemin asked what 
precautionary measures were taken. The person who reported to Jiang Zemin said that there were so 
many people out there that any restrictions might have caused turmoil. “That is nothing. An 
earthquake can make them all quiet down,” Jiang Zemin responded. I soon heard of this and was 
shocked by it. Actually, from 1987 to 1988 China’s National Defense Science and Technology 
Commission, National Weather Bureau, National Earthquake Bureau and National Qigong Research 
Center did some research on artificial earthquakes. I was, at that time, a senior advisor to the 
National Weather Bureau and National Defense Science and Technology Commission (Beijing 
District). Someone asked me whether an earthquake could be caused by the use of human 
supernatural powers, as senior practitioners could predict earthquakes and there would be slight 
quakes in the location of top practitioners. I told him that nobody ever tried and asked what this 
could be used for. To kill the enemy, the person replied. I was shocked by the answer, yet it left a 
strong impression on me. It was a surprise that 10 years later Jiang Zemin incautiously leaked the 
top secret that China had developed artificial earthquake weapons. Jiang Zemin even implied that 
they could use such weapons masterly. 

B. Numerous suspicious points about September 21 Earthquake in Taiwan 
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At 1:47 a.m., on September 21, 1999, an earthquake at 7.6 Richter scale occurred in Nantou 
County, Taiwan. The epicenter went deep about 10 miles. Most of the areas of the cities, counties, 
villages, and towns along the fault line were razed to the ground. The earthquake left 2,329 people 
dead, 8,722 wounded and 39 missing.  In the whole disaster area, 9,099 buildings collapsed, 2.5 
million people were affected, victims of the earthquake totaled 320,000 and loss of property totaled 
USD9.2 billion. 

Immediately before the earthquake, the two sides across the Taiwan Straits were hotly arguing 
Li Denghui’s “One Side, One Country” theory. In the meantime, Mainland China threatened Taiwan 
one way or the other. It appeared that a war could break out at any minute. The two sides quieted 
down completely after the strong earthquake. For more than a week, the politicians on both sides 
did not say a single word. Thereafter, we saw Jiang Zemin holding a grand parade, flexing his 
muscles to the world. 

What are the relationships among Jiang Zeming divulging top secrets, the tension across the 
Taiwan Straits, the September 21 earthquake and the October 1 parade? My instincts told me that 
the September 21 earthquake in Taiwan had to do with the earthquake weapons that Jiang Zemin 
had mentioned. However, with no evidence, I cannot irresponsibly regard my instincts as facts and 
inform people.  From then on, I started collecting and studying relevant information. Several years 
have passed since then and now I can answer the doubts about the September 21 earthquake in 
Taiwan. 

Normally, the compression (P) wave travels outward like water wave from hypocenter and 
epicenter, but the P wave of 9/21 Taiwan earthquake was a straight line of proportional wave, like 
the one-way straight line wave rushes to a specific direction from a new epicenter emerged by 
confliction of P waves from two hypocenters. I call the new epicenter as compound epicenter. After 
9/21 earthquake, experts from a research center found that two resident houses, one was in northeast 
of the epicenter, another one in southeast, caved into the earth. Both resident houses were equally 
150 meters from the compound epicenter, and both angles composed by one-way straight-line wave 
and the lines of the compound epicenter and resident houses are at 45°. People cannot help to doubt 
that under the two resident houses were man-controlled original hypocenters. If this is 
man-prefabricated earthquake, it’s not possible without nuclear power for a 7.6 magnitude 
earthquake. A 6.9 earthquake needs an atomic explosion equal to more than one million tons TNT, 
how much will be for a 7.6 magnitude earthquake? Obviously, it’s not a normal controlled nuclear 
explosion. The power of the compound P wave will be 5~10 times than the power of a single atom 
bomb explosion. The magnifying principium may have been characterized into this man-made 
earthquake.  
 

A Sketch Map of Positions of Resident Houses and Compound Epicenter: 

 
 
II. Regularly, the caved in part of earth surface is above of the rock mass with the broken line, 

and the epicenter is above hypocenter or broken line, nevertheless, the caved in part of the 9/21 
earthquake was on sandy earth, and epicenter was not about the hypocenter or broken line, 
contradicting with what is natural or normal. Theoretically, rocking other than by caving in will 
solidify sandy earth. So, the only explanation for us is that humans set the hypocenter voluntarily in 
sandy earth, utilizing sandy earth to diminish the sound of the explosions and covering traces of 
human activity. 

III. Regularly, a tsunami will be triggered when the earthquake happened beneath oceans or 
ocean islands and reach a magnitude 7.7 on the Richter scale, however, the 9/21 earthquake, not 
triggering a tsunami, was scaled 7.6, only 0.1 less than 7.7.  How coincidental it was? Was it 
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controlled? Just for frightening? As we know, a tsunami, if caused by 7.7 earthquakes in that area, 
would rampage the coastal region of Guangdong and Fujian provinces. 

 After 9/21 earthquake, several disasters relevant to man-made earthquakes happened in 
succession: 

In 2002, an earthquake occurred in New Jersey, which is not in the vicinity of a region known 
for frequent earthquake activity. Why did this happen in New Jersey? The distance from the 
earthquake location to Washington D.C. is about a two and half hour drive, proximately same 
distance as from Nantou city to Taipei, capital of Taiwan.  Further, the earthquake happened in 
Taiwan during a period of intense political tension across the Taiwan straight, and it happened in 
New Jersey during political tension between the U.S. and China.  If both earthquakes were 
artificial and from exact geographic locations, were they meant to overawe to enemies? 

On November 7, 2004, two weeks after the Richter scale 6.8 magnitude earthquake which 
happened in Xinxiu County, Japan, an article, pen-named “Space Shuttle” was posted online on the 
website Chinese military strategic forum, claiming, “China has had earthquake weapons which can 
eliminate Japan, warning Japan, “We will tweak Japan testicles whenever Japan would concede 
China, sinking Japan into the Pacific.”  The article also said: “Captain Carlson of the CIA 
commented in his report to the Pentagon, many trends show that earthquake in Japan caused by 
experiment of Chinese ‘Electronic Wave Bomb.” I cannot conclude that under-earth electronic wave 
technology causes earthquakes, but it’s important for everyone to acknowledge that China has added 
“artificial-earthquake weaponry” to its arsenal. This acknowledgment is very important.  
C. Enlightenment from the Indian Ocean Tsunami  

On Dec. 26th, 2004, the Indian Ocean tsunami occurred off the coast of the Indonesian island 
of Sumatra, caused by an earthquake that measured a magnitude 8.9 on the Richter scale. Such 
power is the equivalent of 3,000 nuclear bombs.  According to the latest data, 240,000 people died, 
leaving 1,000,000 people homeless in Sri Lanka alone. Two-thirds of the area of the capital city of 
the Maldives became swamp. The tsunami swept over Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, 
Maldives, India and Burma.  Whenever the word tsunami is mentioned, people shrink in fear and 
awe. This is the image of tsunamis in people’s eyes. 

Yet in my eyes, there is another picture. Indonesia and Thailand are both at the throat of the 
Strait of Malacca. Every year 80% of petroleum that China imported is shipped through here, most 
of the exported products from China are shipped through here to Europe and the Americas. This 
“throat” is critical for the safety of energy sources for China.  

Yet, the important strategic passage of the Strait of Malacca has been under the control of India. 
Indian Navy fleets are stationed on the two isles, Andaman Islands and Nicobar Islands. If 
controlled this strategic passage, it can be the strategic front outpost expanding to Southeast Asia, a 
base of threat and departure for the war. It can also restrain China’s “throat” in the ocean. This has 
been a headache for China for many years. The tsunami wiped out the Indian Navy fleet that India 
had spent decades in building. The new Indian Prime Minister is an economist, he won’t wait for 
Singapore to benefit from the passing ships and repeat the mistake of spending billions to re-build 
the fleets.  He will focus on economic cooperation with other Southeastern Asian countries. This 
way, the Indian threat to China will naturally dissolve from the southeastern angle. What’s more, 
China will gain a sense of security in the future conflict with the United States. 

The research report from the “Office of Strategy Estimation” under the U.S. Secretary of 
Defense, Mr. Rumsfeld, pointed out that, China’s safety in the world has a lot to do with energy. 
China has to try all means necessary to ensure that the passages that her ships take in international 
oceans remain open. China has been trying her best to establish a strategic defense line that 
connects the mid-east and southern seas. If this line is set up, not only the safety of the 
transportation passages is ensured, but China’s more extensive strategic goals will benefit. 

The huge Indian tsunami offered such an opportunity to China. After the disaster, China sent 
aid to Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Thailand, starting a series of natural disaster relief acts that are 
unprecedented for China. The money arrived at the first time, followed by supplies of aid and 
medical teams, which kept flowing. Wen Jiabao attended the tsunami relief fund-raiser in Indonesia, 
and he was the only head of state among all the representatives of countries providing aid. Wen 
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promised to help set up a long-term warning alert system and help in the rebuilding process. It 
proves that the practice of mercy speaks louder than firearms. The huge tsunami gave China the 
opportunity to build harbors and bases, strengthening her ties with countries in mid-East and South 
China Seas in terms of political, economic and diplomatic relationships. To set up this strategic line, 
China may realize her dream of setting up military bases to protect the petroleum supply and 
facilitate in taking control of the Strait of Malacca and form a new strategic arrangement in the 
world. 

As a bylaw of a modern economy, this tsunami relief act set down the basis for China in 
establishing a solid investing and commodity market in Southeastern and Southern Asia.  

Just when people were puzzled by this powerful “natural phenomenon”, on Dec. 30th, the 
national center of climatology in China talked to the New China Agency, saying that the huge 
tsunami caused by the high magnitude earthquake was triggered by the raised sea level caused by 
global warming. Dong Wenjie, the director of the national center of climatology convinced people 
in a tone of a professional authority that, in the recent half of the last century, global warming 
caused the ice sheet in the two Poles to melt and shrink, and the sea level to rise. The ever-rising sea 
level flooded coastal areas and lead to more tsunamis and storms. 

Let’s not talk about whether this tsunami was caused by earthquake or a rise in sea level, let’s 
just focus on one thing, why was China, a large military country which  has been developing ways 
to cause manmade earthquakes, so eager to lead the world in believing that this is all natural? Isn’t 
it a bit too suspicious? 

This kind of misleading may confuse the world, but not people who are sharp-eyed. I believe 
that high- ranked individuals in China are aware of this, too. 
On Dec. 30th, India, who have performed frequent manmade earthquake experiment questioned 
first, is there a human black hand behind the Indonesian earthquake and the Indian Ocean tsunami? 
They suspected that this is the consequence of a certain country’s out of control secret experiments 
in man-made earthquakes and requested the Indian navy to start an investigation. The “Indian 
Daily” pointed out that “the unusual magnitude of this earthquake could be a certain country trying 
to display its ability in creating such a disaster in this region”. This article evokes heated 
controversies. People started to turn their eyes on the few military big powers. 

What’s so strange is, merely three (3) days after the tragedy, a Chinese military website posted 
the news that a certain Taiwan media reported that the Indian navy had proved that the tsunami was 
made by the United States. But there was no mention of which media outlet in Taiwan had made the 
claim and how the Indian navy had reached its conclusion. The article claimed that this tsunami was 
caused by a U.S. “tsunami trigger”, “in order to ‘control the Strait of Malacca’, in order to realize its 
evil goal of seeking hegemony in the world”. Thus people’s attention was directed to the United 
States. Yet people with sharp eyes can see that it is to “guide the flood to the neighbors on the east”. 
Isn’t it? Let’s see who benefited the most in the Strait of Malacca and who is most anxious to 
destroy all that is established and set up a new strategic defense area in favor of itself. And all the 
countries that suffered in the tsunami are friends of the United States, but why not countries like 
Cambodia that are China’s friends? And China, who is very advanced in predicting earthquake 
activity throughout the world, didn’t notice beforehand any sign of “an earthquake of 8.9 
magnitudes on the Richter scale” and afterwards behaved in that way. What will you think? 

Another point deserving to be noticed is that the tsunami happened on December 26. The time 
was the commemoration day of Chinese Communist Party’s chief, Mao Zedong’s birthday. Did this 
happen coincidently? Or did the successors of Mao use this method to comfort their former leader? 

 If “this is the demonstration of a certain country to show they can create such a disaster as 
manmade earthquake”, then this country must have military conflicts with India, Thailand and 
Burma. This country must want to teach these counties a lesson by using manmade tsunamis and 
must want to seek hegemony in this region. 

 If this earthquake is manmade, and the tsunami could go at 800km per hour, cover 1600km 
and throw up huge waves at the military bases of the two isles, Andaman Island and Nicobar Island, 
the earthquake was not the result of an out of control experiment but a well though out, clear-goaled, 
well controlled behavior of war. 
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 If this tsunami was caused by manmade earthquake, the culprit must have had larger 
strategic goals and managed to take the opportunity and has won without risking the life of even 
one solider. 

The Indian Ocean tsunami is telling the world that a deadly weapon on much higher scale 
has been born and has succeeded in its drill! 

 
2.2.3 Human non-nuclear lethal weapon---supernatural abilities application in military affairs 
 

    It is hard for people whose knowledge is confined in visible things to accept this topic. 
Moreover, it may cause many sided rebound and it is a very sensitive topic. Because it may lead to 
much more danger in a future war and be very difficult to guard against, I have no other option but 
to explain. In order to avoid the unnecessary arguments, only that data which were already 
publicized and tested have been cited in this paper. I am only holding a special angle to analyze and 
judge. 

Human non-nuclear lethal weapons refer to the supernatural abilities application in politics and 
for military purposes. Today I only discuss military applications.  
    Supernatural ability in western culture is only defined as Spirituality; in Eastern culture it is 
defined as the human body’s extraordinary ability and magic arts.   
    Extraordinary ability was defined as a kind of human being’s ability that cannot be explained 
by the modern science. According to the international practice, it is divided into: (1) extraordinary 
mental perception through sensory organs, for example, non-eye vision, non-eye distant sight, etc., 
(2) extraordinary ability to make moving, for example, break through space obstacle (carrying, 
creating medicine tablet blankly), restore smashed things to the original form, burn the clothes 
without touching, break the needle into two parts by willpower, kill the frog by willpower, etc. The 
application of extraordinary abilities includes diagnosing disease, conducting criminal 
investigations, searching for missing persons, exploring mining, predicting earthquakes, predicting 
the launching of a man-made satellite, military reconnaissance, stealing intelligence information, 
suffocating the enemy and raising the blood pressure of the enemy, etc.  

A. The History and current situations of Chinese extraordinary ability’s research:  
Chinese extraordinary ability’s research was begun later than in Britain, Russia and the United 

States, but earlier than Japan. But it is the first country to apply it in military affairs. It is weaker 
than Japan but stronger than Britain and the United States in applying it in other fields. The 
Americans didn’t take positive attitudes to the extraordinary abilities research.  

The research of Chinese extraordinary abilities began on March 11 1979. The Sichuan Daily 
published an article, naming “Dazu country found a kid who can read words by ears”.  

In February 1980, the first extraordinary abilities discussion was held in Shanghai by the 
editing department of “Nature” magazine.  
    At the beginning of 1981, Qian Xuesen, who is the eminent scholar in Chinese science, 
brought forward the concept of Human science in “Nature” magazine. In Qian’s Human science, it 
covers the topics of extraordinary abilities, Qi Gong and traditional Chinese medical science.  

In May of 1982, the second extraordinary abilities discussion was held in Chongqing. Yang 
Chao, the secretary of Sichuan province Party Committee, chaired the meeting. Nie Chunrong, the 
secretary of Chinese Science Association, was present at the meeting. The celebrated scientists Qian 
Xuesen, Bei Shitan, Wang Ganchang, Zhao Zhongyao, etc. wrote letters or telegrams to 
congratulate. The preparatory committee of Chinese Human science research was established in that 
meeting.  

At the beginning of 1982, Zhang Baosheng, the first selected number, was invited to Beijing. 
Because his extraordinary ability was very stable and strong, he was very soon taken seriously by 
Zhang Zhenhuan, the vice chairman of National Defense Science and Engineering Committees. In 
March 1982, Zhang Zhenhuang chaired a performance for Zhang Baosheng’s extraordinary ability. 
Wu Shaozu (at that time, he was the vice secretary of a bureau of the National Defense Science and 
Engineering Committees and later promoted to the commissar of the National Defense Science and 
Engineering Committees) was greatly impacted by it. After the performance, he wrote a letter to Hu 
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Yaobang, the General Secretary of the Central Committee of Chinese Communist Party. In his letter 
there was a paragraph like this: “Making a general survey of science history, when Copernicus 
founded the heliocentric theory, Galileo insisted on earth’s turning, Einstein advanced Relativity, 
Moore raised Gene theory, they all faced severe attacks from the common customs. Those who 
support the new theory even lost their lives such as Bruno. Russia formally defined Gene theory as 
“capitalist pseudoscience of idealism”. But the fact proved that their Lysenko’s theory was 
pseudoscience. From the examples above, it can be easily seen that those phenomena, which cannot 
be analyzed by the old theory, are actually the first signs of the development of science. Once they 
are discovered and raise to a science theory, they will have a very significant scientific meaning and 
practical value…….”. 

Perhaps because of this letter, Hu Yaobang who is Secretary of the Central Committee of 
Chinese Communist Party, instructed the Central Propaganda Department that there should be no 
propaganda, argument or criticizing of extraordinary abilities. On April 20, 1982 the Central 
Propaganda Department transmitted to the low levels this circular.  

According to the instruction of the General Secretary, on June 15 1982 the Central Propaganda 
Department issued the circular again concerning the propaganda of extraordinary ability. Besides 
the “Three No” Policies, it added that minor people were permitted to do research and academic 
exchanges.  

In 1985, Wu Shaozu, the former post graduate of Qihua University nuclear physics department 
and the commissar of National Defense Science and Engineering Committee, together with two 
responsible persons from the Central Propaganda Department and National Security Department, 
wrote a letter to above level department members, narrating extraordinary ability’s significance in 
science and the potential possible practical value in national defense and security. In his letter he 
also volunteered that three people made up a group responsible for the research into extraordinary 
abilities and relative policies and management. This letter was agreed to and approved by relatively 
responsible persons. From then on a three-member commission was established in charge of the 
human body sciences.  
    The commission believed that extraordinary abilities possibly have special effect on national 
defense and security. Therefore they determined that the extraordinary ability research represented 
by Zhang Baosheng should be kept secret. Zhang Baosheng was formally transferred to 507 Office 
of National Defense Science and Engineering Committee and Zhang Baoshseng’s extraordinary 
abilities research was treated as top secret.  
    In 1987, the commission was enlarged to include four people. The new member was Guo, vice 
chairman of National Science Committee. After that, the commission appointed two advisors, 
Zhang Zhenhuan, chairman of Science Technology Committee of National Defense Science and 
Engineering Committee, chairman of executive council of Chinese Human Body Science 
Association and chairman of executive council of Chinese Qi Gong Science Research Association, 
and Qian Xuesen, the chairman of the Chinese Science and Technology Association.  

In 1987, National Science Committee, National Defense Science and Engineering Committee 
and Office of Science and Technology jointly formulated the 863 plan. In this plan, the research into 
extraordinary abilities was enumerated as long-term plan of national advanced science 
development.  
    In 1989, the four-member commission was enlarged to include another two people from the 
Hygiene Department. These six people were then in charge of the Chinese super abilities research.  
    Presently the projects which have been researched and developed and which can be applied 
militarily are:  
    Non-eye distant vision in enemy investigation;  
    Extraordinary distant sensing and extraordinary prediction on highest leader of the enemy and 
enemy’s fighting intention;  

Extraordinary abilities in raising the blood pressures and causing confusions in the minds of 
enemy general commanders to disturb their thoughts.  
    In distant killing the enemy’s crucial figures, any projects from make-moving extraordinary 
ability can be applied in this purpose. If only the person has this capacity and energy, he can be 
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tapped and used. For example, distantly burning, distantly break the steel needle, restoring smashed 
things to the original form etc can all be applied to remotely kill the enemy’s crucial persons.  

 Limitations of extraordinary abilities:  
   The concept of Chinese Human Body Science extraordinary abilities in fact refers to abilities 
emerging at birth without later practice austerities. Persons who have these extraordinary abilities 
were called extraordinary ability persons. In Buddhism they were called “born gaining” or 
“deserving power”. Although persons with extraordinary abilities have qualities in extraordinary 
abilities at birth, because they are not disciplined or practiced according to professional methods 
and technologies, they cannot control their extraordinary abilities when they show them and they 
don’t know how to fill up the consumed energy themselves. When testing the project, performance 
is greatly influenced by testing people’s mood and physical conditions at the time. If their feeling 
and physical conditions are good at the time, the extraordinary ability will be performed well; if not, 
the percentage of successful performances will be reduced or they cannot perform at all. Even those 
who are in high levels and have stable extraordinary abilities cannot guarantee performance at any 
time in any place. This shortage greatly influenced their performances in the military projects. 
     The research for twenty five years, after all, only makes the modern leaders and military 
scientists recognize that supernatural ability exists. Whether to use the extraordinary ability as 
killing weapons in military fighting or not is a problem without confidence. 
    Can’t the problem of freely controlling super ability be solved?  

B. Reemergence of thousand year magic arts:  
When research of extraordinary abilities entered a dead end, old Chinese magic arts that had 

hidden for a long time returned to world again.  
    Magic arts are methods and skills that can control supernatural powers and the human body’s 
supernatural abilities. They are different from the folk craft and witchcraft of primitive societies. It 
is the imperial crown of human body science. Persons who have magic arts are not affected by 
feeling and physical conditions of their body. Any person mastering the methods and skills of this 
science can skillfully operate this energy and perform supernatural abilities as he or she pleases. 
    The ancient Chinese magic arts have three different systems; folk, Taoism and Buddhism. 
These three systems are mutually promoted and absorbed, making up the apex of the Chinese 
ancient sciences. But because of complicated reasons, they retreated from society and became 
hidden learning.  
    The basic category of the magic arts, etc. has five types. Basically, they all use special methods 
in order to cause transformation in objects, especially transforming arts means using magic arts to 
transform a person’s own form and activity, transforming an external objects’ existing state. 
    Transforming objects refers to directly using individual’s personal “magic power” to cause the 
transformation to the objects without actual processing or blessing deities for help. It uses four 
kinds of magic arts such as, “changing visible and invisible things mutually”, “transforming 
anything mutually”, “changing time and space” and “changing position in space”, achieving four 
effects:  

Creating tangible things from nihility or transforming visible things into invisible, for example, 
sitting still to cook and move the dishes from kitchen, obtaining fishes out of the void or turning the 
rope into a snake etc. 
    Hou Xigui, successor of Fengyang sect of Taoism, already appeared in public and performed 
many times the ability of sitting still to cook and move dishes from kitchen, bringing delicious food; 
when Wang Lin, successor of Maoshang sect of Taoism was in prison in Jiangxi, he also used 
“sitting still to cook and move dishes from kitchen”, getting delicious food many times; Li Ning, 
the decipher of Venerable Kong Hai, an eminent hidden monk of Holy Tantra Esoteric Buddhism, 
many times in all kinds of occasions brought gold fishes or golden tortoises using method of 
“changing tangible and intangible things mutually”; At the night on July 2, 1994, Li Ning was in 
Wanxing hotel in Nanning city. He released energy to perform before dozens of interviewing 
persons and made out of void numerous ancient and modern, Chinese and foreign coins falling 
down from the air like snowflakes and tens of golden fish entering everybody’s pockets on the spot. 
(Picture 1) 
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     (Words beside the picture: then out of void numerous ancient and modern, Chinese and 
foreign coins fell down from the air like snowflakes and tens of golden fishes entered everyone’s 
pockets on the spot.) 
     On March 19, 1995 Li Ning, under the supervision of Wu Shaozu and experts, journalists and 
professors of the working group of national human body science, used method of “changing 
tangible and intangible things mutually” moving a golden tortoise into the cup held firmly by Wu 
Shaozu under the desk and the public inspected it at that time. (Picture 2) 
 

           
     (Words beside the picture: Li Ning, under the supervision of Wu Shaozu and experts, 
journalists and professors of working group of national human body science, used the method of 
“changing tangible and intangible things mutually” moving a golden tortoise into the cup held 
firmly by Wu Shaozu under the desk and the public inspected it at that time.) 
     Wang Lin performed many times to turn a rope into a snake.  

II. Transforming things’ state, for example, “invisible scissors”, “essence fire”, “astonishing 
essence fire from five elements”, “affixing a seal without contact”, “changing water into ice”, 
“magically burning without touch”, etc.       

On October 19, 1994 in the hostel of the Beijing Foreign Trade Promotion, Li Ning once used 
the “invisible scissors” thirty meters away to cut a lock of hair from the head of Wu Jie, the director 
of chief editing department of “Science and Technology Daily”. (Picture 3) 

 
     (Words beside the picture: On October 19 1994 in hostel of Beijing Foreign Trade Promotion, 
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Li Ning used the “invisible scissors” thirty meters away to cut a lock of hair from the head of Wu 
Jie, the director of chief editing department of “Science and Technology Daily”.)  
     In March 1995, Li Ning, in Beijing Friendship Hotel, released, over the telephone, super 
energy to cut a lock of hair from the head of the daughter of Yang Weiguang who was the president 
of CCTV (picture 4).  

 
     (Words beside the picture: In March 1995, Li Ning, in Beijing Friendship Hotel, released, 
over the telephone, super energy to cut a lock of hair from the head of the daughter of Yang 
Weiguang who was the president of CCTV. The known photographer, senior colonel Che Fu 
photographed this moving scene. ) 
     On July 12 1994, in Wanxing hotel, while Miss Tang Lan of a shooting team of Guangxi TV 
station, held the apple. Li Ning cut it into two parts by “invisible scissors” from ten meters away. 
(Picture 5)  

                          
    (Words beside the picture: in July 1994 shooting team of Guangxi TV station came to Wanxing 
hotel to interview. Miss Tang Lan held the apple. Li Ning cut it into two parts using “invisible 
scissors”.  

On December 30, 1994, Li Ning distantly used the method of “essence fire” to burn a tract of 
hair of Major Li Peicai of National Defense Science and Engineering Committee. (Picture 6)  

 
    (Words beside the picture: 1. On December 30 1994, Li Ning distantly used essence fire to 
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burn a tract of hair of Major Li Pei, professional writer of political department of National Defense 
Science and Engineering Committee. 2. Just before Li Peicai saw two beams of red light, he smelt 
the charred hair soon. He collected the charred hair. 3. Li Peicai was engaged in Qi Gong research 
and writing for a long time. After that, he wrote a paper narrating in detail the whole process.)  

On March 26, 1997, Gu Hansen, director of information research institute of Chinese Human 
body Academy of Sciences and chief of Qi Gong testing center in Shanghai tested Li Ning’s 
capacity. As a result, the testing instrument was burned completely by Li Ning using the method of 
“astonishing essence fire from five elements”. (Picture 7)  

 
    (Words beside the picture: On March 26, 1997, Gu Hansen, director of information research 
institute of Chinese Human body Academy of Sciences and chief of Qi Gong testing center in 
Shanghai tested Li Ning’s skills. As a result, the testing instrument was burned completely by Li 
Ning using the method of “astonishing essence fire from five elements”; meanwhile, she saw the 
colorful light. She sighed with emotion: “Li Ning’s capacity cannot be tested by the modern 
instruments.”) 
    In August 1995, in Nanning province, although General Liu Wenliang, the vice commander of 
Guanxi Military region, sat in a firmly closed car, Li Ning was on the eight floor and emitted a red 
spot on his body. (Picture 8) 

 
    (Words beside the picture: General Liu sat in a firmly closed car. Li Ning was on the eight 
floors and emitted a red spot on his body.)  
    Jia Chunwan, minister of Chinese National Security Ministry was examining the carried 
golden fish and cut hair. (Picture 9) 
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   (Words beside the picture: Jia Chunwan, minister of Chinese National Security Ministry was 
examining the carried golden fish and cut hair.) 
   At the night on November 11, 1995, Li Ning, observed by twenties reporters and experts of 
Cadre school of Construction Bank of Guangxi autonomous region, successfully performed  
“changing water into ice”, changing the water in the bowl held by Zhao Kaijun into ice, who was 
the member of geological team of Liuzhou city.(picture 10) 

            
    (Words beside the picture: At the night on November 11, 1995, Li Ning, observed by twenties 
reporters and experts of Cadre school of Construction Bank of Guangxi autonomous region, 
successfully performed “changing water into ice”, changing the water in the bowl held by Zhao 
Kaijun into ice, who was the member of geological team of Liuzhou city.) 
    On December 15 1994, Li Ning, over telephone outside Beijing Dongzhimen, released energy 
affixing a red spot on senior colonel Che Fu’s back in Ganjiakou ten kilometers away, who was the 
reporter of People Liberation Army and whom Li Ning never saw before. (Picture 11)  

 
    (Words beside the picture: On December 15, 1994, Li Ning, over telephone outside Beijing 
Dongzhimen, released energy affixing a red spot on senior colonel Che Fu’s back in Ganjiakou ten 
kilometers away, who was the reporter of People’s Liberation Army and whom Li Ning never saw 
before. Li Ning and Che Fu investigated in Huai Rou County).  

III. Transforming things position in the space, such as summoning wind and rain, flowing 
sand and rolling stone etc.  
     For instance, at the night on July 12, 1994, Li Ning released energy on thirteen floors of 
Wanxing hotel of Guangxi province, Nanning city. After three minutes, it was raining. Tanyu, the 
director of Guangxi TV station with dozens of persons in interviewing group were drenched by rain. 
(Picture 12)  
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(Words beside the picture: at the night on July 12, 1994, Li Ning released energy on thirteen 
floor of Wanxing hotel of Guangxi province, Nanning city. After three minutes, it was raining. 
Tanyu, the director of Guangxi TV station with dozens of peoples in interviewing group were 
drenched by rain.)    
    Wang Lin, successor of Maoshan sect of Taoism, under the supervision of armed police, 
performed “flowing sand and rolling stone”.  

IV Transforming object size and time circuit. (Examples omitted).  
All examples of Magic arts listed above are 1000 year-old Chinese magic Arts emerged 

recently and publicly tested on the successors. All examples can be proved by evidences. However, 
the performances people see here are only the middle level. For the high level of magic arts, more 
than tens of them have word record. But until today no one perform them publicly. So I would 
rather not list them to cause trouble.  

C.  Supernatural ability will definitely be used as lethal weapons for world domination.  
Wise people can think over the above supernatural abilities in Chinese magic arts. It is easy to 

find out that what effect will appear if these supernatural abilities were applied into political 
struggle or military fight. For example: it is proved in Chinese almost thirties years supernatural 
abilities research that the application of supernatural abilities were not confined by space and time. 
The effect of doing within ten meters is the same as doing one hundred thousand meters far away. 
Therefore, supernatural ability persons can cut people’s hair thirty meters away, if the distance is 
three hundred thousand meters away, can the hair be cut? If using invisible scissors to distantly cut 
the hair, can he distantly cut the enemy head’s throat?  
    Take another example; if using “essence fire” to distantly burn other’s hair, can he remotely 
burn the eyes of enemy head or of sophisticated weapon operator?  

    Take an extra example; if using “invisible scissors” to remotely cut an apple, can he remotely 
cut the enemy leader’s head who refused to surrender?  

    Take a further example, if he can transport at his please numerous ancient and modern, 
Chinese and foreign coins and golden fishes to the appointed places and person’s body, can he 
transport chemical weapons to enemy’s commanding office or enemy’s senate or representatives 
house and directionally put these chemical weapons to the body of enemy head or relative 
persons?  

     If releasing energy to change the water into ice, can he remotely freeze person’s heart, blood 
or brains?  

     If using “astonishing essence fire from five elements” to burn the testing instrument, can he 
burn enemy’s computer operating system?  

     These inferences make people absolutely terrified but they are not most fantastic tales. 
Because there is people who plan to use these supernatural abilities in military affairs to contend 
the world domination. The public testing already proved the energy level of these supernatural 
abilities. Why not applied them in military affairs horizontally?  

 Another tendency deserves attention: Jiang Zemin has already deprived these lethal 
weapons’ control from Wu Shaozu, the chairman of leading group of national human body science 
competing with Jiang and former commissar of National Defense Science and Engineering 
Committee. Now Jiang Zemin has already controlled this non-nuclear lethal weapon.  

 
Chapter 3 Leave the deduction of military games to reader 

 
     Most of the issues talked above are beyond people’s common sense and seem incredible. But 
they conform to the principal of military strategy: “Military strategy stands depending on cheating, 
no cheating no standing.” The method of military affairs is the method of cunning scheme. “Do the 
unexpected and attack the unprepared”, “defeat opponent surprisingly”; these are the essences of 
military affairs. “Small defeat big”, “Weak defeat strong”, “you do yours and I do mine”. These 
are core of modern Chinese military principle.  

     The prerequisite of wining the war is always “know the enemy”. If inference in this first step 
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falls short of opponents or think highly of himself because of owing “high-graded, precise and 
advanced” and spare no glance at the opponent, then the strategy of “defending enemy”  and 
“conquering enemy” cannot succeed, nothing to say “defeating enemy”.  

     This little sketch needn’t everyone’s agreement. I only hope people with super wisdom can 
understand and avoid the tragedy of Pearl Harbor and 9.11 Incident recur. After the Incident of 
Pearl Harbor, the United States took this reason to wage a war to Japan; After 9.11 Incident, the 
United States took the chance to fight against terrorism; but if Jiang Zemin achieves his goal by 
these three non-nuclear lethal weapons, there is no room for maneuver; that is truly “dead chess”.  

     Why not do the chess deduction in the spare time to see what kind of outcome will appear?       
 “Fighting against terrorism, fighting against terrorism”, the actual king of terror already 

appeared in grand military parade on October 1, 1999. But who can really see through it?  
 

                                            Zhang Hongbao 
                                            Leisurely write in Los Angeles  

                                            February 16th,2005  
 

Deliver to the agencies of the following countries:    
Presidents, Vice Presidents  
Prime Ministers, Deputy Prime Ministers  
Assistants of National Security  
Secretary of State  
Minister of Foreign Affairs Ministry  
Ministers and Vice Ministers of Defense Ministry  
Leaders of Majority and Minority Parties of Senate and House of Representative  
Chairmen of Military Committees, Foreign Affairs Committees and National Strategic Committees of Senate 
and House of Representative 
Leaders of National Intelligence Departments and Agencies  
Heads of National Agencies of Brainpower  
Heads of Departments of Chinese Affairs 
 

List of Relative Countries 

No. Country 
War 

Alliances 
of USA 

Alliances 
of 

NATO

Countries  with 
US troops 

Other 
Strategic 
Relations 
with USA 

Populations 
Million(s) 

1 the U.S     284.40 
2 The U.K.     58.84 
3 Italy     57.89 
4 Netherlands     16.00 
5 Poland     38,61 
6 Denmark     53.68 
7 Salvador     6.10 
8 Australia     19.20 
9 Japan     126.85 

10 Thailand     63.08 
11 Philippines     80.00 
12 Taiwan     22.70 
13 Singapore     4.017 
14 South Korea     47.92 
15 Canada     30.75 
16 Island     0.02828 
17 Portugal     10.42 
18 Greece     10.35 
19 Belgium     10.356 
20 Luxemburg     0.04413 
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21 Norway     4.418 
22 Spain     42.717 
23 Hungary     10.17.5 
24 Czechoslovakia     10.30 
25 Bulgaria     7.974 
26 Esthonia     1.36 
27 Latvia     2.52 
28 Lithuanian     3.4823 
29 Roumania     22.45.5 
30 Slovenia     1.988 
31 Slovak     5.3793 
32 Germany     82.37 
33 Turkey     68.00 
34 Kowait     2.24 
35 Bahrain     0.707 
36 The state of 

Qatar     0.618 
37 Egypt     70.55 
38 Afghanistan     25.90 
39 Oman     2.48 
40 Kirghizia     4.60493 
41 Republic of 

Uzbekistan     25.11 

42 
The Republic 
of Marshall 

Island 
    0.058 

43 Iraq     7.96 
44 Saudi Arabia     22.76 

45 
Guba 

Guantánamo 
Bay 

    0.50 

46 Porto Rico     3.90 
47 Cosova     2.00 
48 Mongolia    Special-force 

garrisoned 24.4.2 

49 Vietnam    
Support each 

other at 
Military 
Affairs 

79.71.5 

50 India    
Support each 

other at 
Military 
Affairs 

1027.00 

51 Pakistan    Turned to US 130.58 
52 Burma    Turned to US 52.00 
53 Israel    Strategic 

fellowship 6.765 
Sum 2624.60363 

54 Russia   non-enemy & non-friend of US, but 
regards China as enemy 143.30 

55 France   
Competing relations with US in 

multilevel, but has important benefit 
relations with US 

61.10 

Sum 2829.00363 
 

Sender: Office of National Military Strategy Research, China Shadow Government 
Tel:  1-626-3510418 
Fax: 1-626-3510138 
E-mail: chinashadowgovernment88@yahoo.com 
Address: 4068 Park Vista Dr. Pasadena, CA 91107-1322, USA 
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The Great Present Given to the World by the Messenger of Peace 
─Mr. Zhang Hongbao’s new work “China’s Deadly Killer Tricks and Its National Military Strategic Goal” 

Wu Yun 
 
We noticed, in recent years, Mr. Zhang Hongbao seldom publishes essays under his own name. Yet, 
if ever he did, the essays are always shockingly fresh. 
 
In 2000, Mr. Zhang published “My Political Dissident Opinions” in the prison of Guam. Though it 
was only 6 thousand words, it successfully dug out the Marxism root that CCP thrived on, and made 
the “Communism Mansion” that was built on lies collapsed. Of course, it can also be viewed as the 
direct footnote to the reasons why Zhonggong was persecuted by Jiang Zemin dictatorship and Mr. 
Zhang himself has been greatly persecuted. 
 
Now, Mr. Zhang Hongbao’s new work “China’s Deadly Killer Tricks and Its National Military 
Strategic Goal” came to the world. It is easy to predict that this essay will create multi-dimensional 
waves in deeper and wider levels. And when everything is calmed down, people will suddenly 
realize that this article of Mr. Zhang’s has stopped, or at least will have postponed a worldly havoc 
and will have saved two third of lives in the world. Is it a surprise? 
 
In Mr. Zhang Hongbao’s new work “China’s Deadly Killer Tricks and Its National Military 
Strategic Goal”, he puts Jiang Zemin, this third generation dictator in CCP history, in the river of 
history, and washes off all the colorful camouflage and shows the world that in the center it is a 
naked, ambitious heart of emperor, beating crazily. And right between the contracts of this heart, the 
game of “switching the column for the beam” was designed---Jiang set up 5 “leaders group” and 
appointed himself to be the leader of the leaders in each of these 5 groups, and so finished his big 
scheme of stealing the power of the Party, the country and the military, and became the emperor 
behind the emperor and beyond the laws. He is aiming to seek “a war of rising China” with USA in 
his life time---using “China’s deadly killer weapons” to wipe out US and its allied countries and 
because of such great achievements, he can turn CCP into Jiang’s dynasty and restore the family 
succession system. This way, Jiang will have realized his ambition and made sure that he and his 
family and CCP’s privileges are intact. This possibility is probably beyond US and its allied 
countries’ comprehension, since Americans always assume that even though US won’t have any 
new development for the next 30 years, whereas China will continue to grow at the current amazing 
speed, China will have no way to reach today’s US comprehensive national power and military 
power. Yet, Mr. Zhang merely used the simple principle of balance and symmetry, and pointed out 
the lethal weak point behind the seemingly powerful US and its allied countries. Mr. Zhang used the 
systems engineering principles to counter-deduce that because of China’s national strategic goals, it 
will develop the matching strategic weapons---“deadly killer tricks”. And that kind of tricks are 
designed to aim at the deadly weak points of US’ and once the deadly killer tricks are used, US 
won’t have the opportunity to counterattack. I can’t help wonder how the national leaders and 
military leaders of US and its allied countries will feel about “this game of chess”! 
 
Of course, Mr. Zhang is standing above the world, looking at this “great game of chess of the 
world” from the overall view above everything and everybody else, which is enriched with the 
angles of history, reality and future. He is in a pure mental state, therefore he is bright and dustless; 
his sight is sharp and wise, therefore nothing is unseen, not even a tiny piece of down from a tiny 
bird. Because of all these, his speech is way ahead of everybody and so is his view. In today’s world, 
people are used to accept things that their eyesight can catch. Naturally, there will be all sorts of 
opinions about Mr. Zhang’s warnings. And Mr. Zhang has long predicted that. He said, generally, 
there will be four types of people: No. 1---those few who have always been scheming to frame 
Zhang Hongbao. Luckily, these are just a few. No. 2---are those nice people who will think that it is 
a bit too mysterious. They will say, Heavenly war, Earthly war may happen in certain regions, but 
using the supernatural abilities in war only happens in myths and legends. No. 3---are those who 
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have suffered a lot. They know that anything could happen in this world. Most people dare not to 
think or couldn’t think that afar. For them, they choose to believe the existence of such things, but 
will never deny the possibility. No. 4---are those who have real wisdom and they are at the 
important powerful positions in different countries. They will immediately be alerted and start to get 
ready and prepare for countermeasures. 
 
Yes, taking the stand of caring for the survival of the whole mankind, diagnosing all those 
ambitious power players’ symptoms and predicting the possible dire consequences caused by those 
power players’ crazy behaviors, needs not only knowledge and wisdom, but also a lot guts. 
Especially for Mr. Zhang who is in such an adversary situation right now, he could attract a lot of 
danger, unpredictable danger to disclose such shocking mysteries. Yet, he said it. He said it in such 
a calm and awe-inspiring manner. On one hand, he has so many titles granted by the religious world, 
he could have said it in religious terms and that way, he would have been safe and smooth. But no!          

 
He would like to take up the responsibility of the whole mankind, to face calmly the title of “World 
Peace Achievement Award”. In the early stage of his writing, people who care about him tried to 
persuade him to stop with the reason of security. But he replied, if the endangering of his personal 
safety can get the safety for 4, 000,000,000 people (US and its allied countries have 2,600,000,000 
people and China has over 1, 300,000,000), he feels it is absolutely worthy. The fact that he can 
speak it out on these national, military matters means that the problems are already half solved. If 
only those who are on those important positions, even though only one of them who has the real 
wisdom to understand what I said and starts to get really ready, then the problems will be 
completely cracked. “If so, my heart will be satisfied!” 
 
We are speechless. We can only praise that Mr. Zhang has made another priceless achievement with 
his compassionate nature. We also hope that the world can really understand Mr. Zhang’s essay and 
together we will build a peaceful, tranquil world. 
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Liu Yinquan: Choosing to Believe 
─Reading “China’s Deadly Killer Tricks and Its National Military Strategic Goal” 

 
Reading “China’s Deadly Killer Tricks and Its National Military Strategic Goal”, I was shocked to the point that I 
was about to jump up. Terrible! Sad! Evil! It wasn’t easy for human beings to have lasted in the wind and rain of 
blood to today, yet, just for his selfish needs; he is going to destroy millions of people! 
 
As a Christian, when reading Mr. Zhang’s article, the scene described in “Revelation” of “Bible” came to my 
mind. The apostle John wrote: “a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns, and on his heads seven 
crowns. And his tail was pulling a third part of the stars of heaven down to the earth.”, “Dragon is the ancient 
snake, called devil, or Satan” (Revelation chapter 12-13). I believe, Jiang Zemin is the evil reincarnation of this 
red dragon, because, Jiang and his men worship red, red banner, red army, setting up red dynasty, red ruling; and 
he claims to be the real dragon, heavenly son. Jiang also has 7 titles, 7 crowns: Chair of the National military 
committee; head of the central policy leaders group; central diplomatic leaders group; national war preparation 
group, anti-Taiwan-independence and anti-foreign military interference headquarters, the first political committee 
member of Zhongnanhai guarding troop, honorary president of the CCP central Party school. Jiang’s behavior is 
also like Satan, cruel, canny---“He doesn’t blink when he kills; he doesn’t spit out the bones when he eats people 
alive.” 
 
In the past, I wondered how CCP can be as powerful as what the Revelation says. After reading Mr. Zhang’s 
article, I came to see that CCP has already gained the strength of “great red dragon”. CCP’s “heavenly fight, 
earthly fight and human fight” these three deadly killer weapons and nuclear, chemical and bio-weapons have 
made it to be able to destroy the world. 
 
Of course, “Revelation” predicts that God won over Satan (great red dragon), eventually. I feel lucky that with his 
unusual wisdom, Mr. Zhang discovered and disclosed CCP’s scheme, and let the whole world know about it and 
warned the democratic world---this has made most of the power of CCP’s deadly killer weapons useless. If 
visionary political leaders can accept Mr. Zhang’s opinion, and adopt Mr. Zhang’s unusual wisdom, and do 
research and develop “holy shield” against CCP’s deadly killer weapons, and so protect human beings from being 
slaughtered by CCP Satan, this will be so meaningful to our time. 
 
I believe, since Mr. Zhang knows so many details about CCP’s deadly killer weapons, he must know the “dead 
points” of CCP’s deadly killer weapons. Please, Mr. Zhang, step out, and use your loving compassion to help the 
democratic world to hit the “dead points” of CCP’s deadly killer weapons, and rescue the whole world from under 
the pending sword and help bring democratic social system to the whole world! 
 
There is a traditional saying in China, “Thousand miles long dam could collapse because of a tiny ant hole”, also 
sayings like, “good preparation makes no worries left”, “prevent before it occurs”. Imagine, if only the Chinese 
KMT government sent a troop to wipe out CCP Mao bandits on Jingang Mountain at that time, there would have 
been millions of innocent people being killed! If only before Hitler got power, the democratic forces in Europe 
had strangled him, there wouldn’t have been the tragedies caused by Hitler’s troops! Yet, today’s CCP is certainly 
no more a few hundred bandits scraping to survive in Jingang Mountain. If the democratic world is blinded by the 
current interests again, and is cheated by CCP’s clever words, and still has a lot of illusions about CCP, then it is 
just what we say “keeping a tiger as a pet”, and what will happen next will not be small things like “Pearl Harbor”, 
“9.11”, but billions of innocent people’s death and the human civilization will go back to hundreds of years ago! 
And this, is not “sensational words in a prosperous time”! 
 
Just as any prophet will not be immediately accepted, Mr. Zhang’s theory will not be immediately understood. I, 
as somebody who happened to be able to understand Mr. Zhang ahead of the others, hereby sincerely persuade 
you, my brothers and sisters, if you don’t understand now, don’t say no to something you don’t understand. You’d 
rather “choose to believe, than choose to deny”. Otherwise, you may not have an opportunity to even to be “too 
late to regret”.  
 
 

Liu Guoquan 
 

2/19/2005 
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Is Cap’s Military Power a Threat to the World? 
 
Excerpted from http://bbs.omnitalk.org/politics/mainpage.pl  
 
Delivered by ghdjunshi on March 10, 2005 04:20:30 
 
Politics is based on the actual power and to achieve a certain strategic goal by using military power is even 
more demanding on the actual military power. On the stage of international politics and military, what is 
CCP’s military power like? Are CCP’s military power and arms technology already a threat to the bordering 
countries? Does CCP have the capacity to challenge US? 
 
“The art of military maneuvers is to deceive.” “The minor wins the major.” “The small beats the big”, “The 
weak beats the strong”----CCP has become very skillful in using these ancient military strategies in 
strengthening itself. Ever since 1927 Nanchang Uprising, CCP has achieved a lot of successful military cases 
and miracles, such as, Long March, wiping out KMT armies to 1949 took over the national power and drove 
KMT government out of continental China. It is wellknown that at that time, CCP’s military equipment was 
far behind the KMT armies. CCP’s military equipment remained far behind US army, USSR Red Army, 
Indian national defense army and could merely be compared to Vietnamese communist army during the 1950 
Korean war, 1962 border war between China and India, 1968 India and China war, 1969 armed conflict at 
the border of USSR and China, the Treasure Island conflict, 1979 border war between China and Vietnam 
(CCP called it as Counterattack War to Vietnam). But, even though CCP army suffered vast casualties, it 
managed to draw a tie with US army at the Korean War between 1950 and 1953, and drew the ceasefire line 
at north latitude 38 on Korean peninsula with US army. In 1962, CCP beat Indian national defense army in a 
flash; in 1968, it drove US army out of Indian sub-continent---Vietnam, Laos and Combodia. All these made 
Mao claim that the decisive factor in war is not the equipment but the human factor. Of course, the author 
thinks national war is different from defensive war in terms of triumph or failure. 
 
Since 1956, CCP has been trying to set up its national defense industrial system by resorting to USSR, 
besides introduced 560 industrial items from USSR. Yet what a pity! The two countries broke up in 1958, 
and USSR ripped up contracts, summoned back its experts, and forced CCP to return all the debts including 
the arms and ammunition used up during Korean War. And as early as when CCP took over the national 
power in continental China and toppled KMT government in 1949, the Western countries headed by US had 
already started an overall blockade to China. 
 
Get on one’s own path and set up China’s national defense system. 
 
1. China’s national defense system 
 
National Defense Scientific-industrial Committee is a somewhat mysterious department, in charge of 
important jobs like setting up a research item, early stage feasibility research, development, supervising 
manufacturing, experiment and equip the PLA army and deciding on the expenditures of China’s national 
defense system. Western world has been very puzzled by this department’s upper leadership. What 
department does it belong to? 
 
CCP is featured as the Party leads the army, and the administration has no say over the army. Therefore, the 
PRC Ministry of National Defense was just an ornament and National Defense Scientific-industrial 
Committee is the actual Ministry of National Defense under CCP. 
 
National Defense Scientific-industrial Committee was originally called National Defense Scientific 
Committee when it was just set up, it was under the leadership of CCP Central Military Committee. It ranks 
the same with all the major military regions and it has 10 major military bases: 
 
No. 20 experimental training base: in Jiuquan, Gansu province. It is the biggest comprehensive satellite 
launching site, ballistic missile launching base. 
 
No. 21 experimental training base: in Malan City, south of Bositeng Lake of Xinjiang. Nuclear weapon 
experiment site. 
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No. 23 experimental training base: in Jiangyin, Jiangsu Province. It has outer ocean measuring ships No. 1, 2, 
3 and 4. They are for following, controlling, remote measuring and changing the orbits of carrier missiles, 
satellites and ballistic missiles. 
 
No. 25 experimental training base: originally in Weinan, Shaanxi, and was moved to Lintong, Xi’an at the 
end of 1980s. It is for following, controlling, remote measuring and changing the orbits of carrier missiles, 
satellites and ballistic missiles. 
 
 
No. 26 experimental training base: in Kelan, Shanxi. It is a military satellite launching site, ballistic missile, 
cruise missiles, ground-to-sky missiles, sky-to-ground missiles experiment site. 
 
 
No. 27 experimental training base: in Xichang, Sichuan. It is mainly for launching synchronous satellites and 
it is open to any client who would like to have their international communication satellite launched. 
 
No. 28 experimental training base: in Kunming, Yunnan, for anti-satellite, anti-missile experiment and 
research. In 1985, it was no longer a base but a military training school. 
 
No. 29 experimental training base: in Mianyang, Sichuan. It is for aerodynamics research and experiment. It 
has the largest group of wind-tunnels in Asia, as perfect as US experiment equipment and measures, to offer 
ground level experiments, model choosing and model deciding experiments for all kinds of aircrafts and 
outer space ships (including satellite, space ship, missiles and airplanes).  
 
 
No. 31 experimental training base:  in Baichengzi, Jilin. Experiment site for regular weapons, one of the 
largest in the world. 
 
Luoyang, Henan: Measuring and Communication research institute, specializing in remote measuring and 
inter-planet communications. 
 
Beijing outer space Bioengineering Institute specializes in research and training for manned outer space 
technology. 
 
Beijing commanding and management Institute is in charge of the research in management, commanding and 
system establishment of Chinese national defense industry. 
 
Chinese national defense industry intelligence Institute lies out of the Western Three Rings of Beijing city, in 
charge of the collection, analysis and filing of national defense industry intelligence. 
 
Beijing Huairou military commanding institute is located in Huairou, Beijing, in charge of training lower 
level commanding and managing personnel. 
 
China national defense Technology University is located in Changsha, Hunan, in charge of the training of 
advanced technical and managerial personnel in national defense industry. Since 1999, this university is no 
longer under the leadership of National Defense Scientific-industrial Committee, but directly under central 
military committee, ranked the same with other major military regions. Also in 1999, National Defense 
Scientific-industrial Committee was also raised to one of the three general departments under central military 
committee and got a new name: General Equipment Dept., ranking side by side with Dept. of General Staff, 
Dept. of General Politics, Dept. of General Logistics. All the original sub-divisions of National Defense 
Scientific-industrial Committee were put under Dept. of General Equipment. 
 
Yet, the name of National Defense Scientific-industrial Committee is still in use, only with different 
sub-divisions: they are no longer military units under central military committee, but national defense 
industry research and manufacture units under the Dept. of State. The new National Defense 
Scientific-industrial Committee consists of China nuclear manufactory Co. (the original nuclear industry 
ministry), China air travel technology group (the original Dept. of Air Travel Industry), China Electronics 
Manufactory Co. (the original Dept. of electronics industry), China Firearms Industry Co. (the original 
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firearms industry department), China Shipping Industry Co. (the original Dept of Shipping Industry), China 
Outer Space Technology Co. (the original Dept. of Outer Space Industry). All the employees are no longer 
army men. 
 
2. The armed forces in China 
 
CCP central military committee has 4 general departments, office, Bureau of military    trading, and has 7 
huge sub-divisions, armed police headquarters, navy, air forces, No. 2 artillery institute, China national 
defense university and China national defense technology university. It commands as many as 2,560,000 
soldiers, 7,800 tanks and armored troops carriers. The No. 2 artillery troop owns 360 mid-to-long distance 
strategic ballistic missiles, 870 mid-to-short range tactic ballistic missiles, 450 land-based cruise missiles 
with a range of 600 km. The air forces has all kinds of fighter airplanes for as many as 680; the navy is 
equipped with 5 nuclear submarines with mid-to-distant range ballistic missiles that can be launched from 
under water, 56 regular submarines, 28 destroyers by North Sea, East Sea and South Sea fleets. These fleets 
also own 59 escort vessels, 166 missile installed speedboats, 29 landing crafts, 18 ocean hunter submarines, 
15 supplier crafts. 
 
CCP doesn’t own aircraft carrier, long range inter-continental military air-freighter and strategic bombers. 
Therefore, it doesn’t have the capacity to transport troops from long distance, or globally. The general 
equipment technology is as good as the US army at the end of 60s, 35 years behind US army. This army is 
simply no rival to US army and CCP knows this better than anyone else. Yet, the independent tendency in 
Taiwan is getting stronger and stronger and it will be certain one day. This puts CCP at a dilemma: if it uses 
its troops, it will have to face US army. Once the war breaks out, can CCP fight US? The answer is definite: 
no way! 
 
What to do? CCP has its own absolute tricks. As early as 10 years ago, somebody in continental China has 
disclosed the strategy of ultra-limit war which was very refreshing. Today, a superman has disclosed the 
heavenly secrets: CCP has had three deadly killer tricks---Heavenly war, Earthy war, human war tricks. If 
CCP gets more skillful in using these tricks and applies them in the future wars, it will definitely shock the 
war and beat Western free world in a flash and become the conqueror of the Earth. 
 
Chinese Republican Party, Division of Military 
 
March 6, 2005. 
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